Manesty Holiday Cottages: Accessibility
This page is to help you decide whether our cottages might be suitable for members of your party who have
particular access requirements. As it is difficult to meet everyone’s particular queries on such a page it is only a
brief synopsis. For a more detailed description of a particular cottage, or if you would like to know which
cottage might best suit your needs, please ring us on 017687 77216 to discuss your requirements. You can also
email us at cottages@manesty.co.uk .

Some of our cottages (Manesty Dairy, High Seat, Cocklety How Byre, Cocklety How Studio, Youdale Knot
Holiday Caravan) do have ground floor bedrooms, but do not necessarily have downstairs living areas, nor are
they necessarily step free. Please see the individual points below for further details.

Manesty Band: Ground floor kitchen and sitting room. 1st floor bedrooms, shower/WC and bath/WC. 3
shallow entrance steps. 2 internal ground floor steps. Stairs. 2 internal first floor steps to shower/WC and to 2
out of 4 bedrooms. Normal width doors. Can drive to door. Outside surface gravel.
Manesty: Ground floor kitchen, sitting room, shower/WC and entrance hall. 1st floor bedrooms and bath/WC.
No entrance steps. 1 internal ground floor step down to living room. 2 internal ground floor steps up to
entrance hall, kitchen, shower/WC. Stairs. 2 internal first floor steps up to 2 out of 3 bedrooms and bath/WC.
Normal width doors. Can drive to door. Outside surface tarmac and concrete.
High Seat: Ground floor only. 2 shallow entrance steps at back door (usual entrance). 2 steps down from room
level to front porch/conservatory, 2 further steps to ground level at the front door (infrequently used by
guests). No internal steps. Normal width doors. Can drive to within 5m of back and front doors. Outside
surface tarmac and gravel.
Cocklety How Stable Loft: 2 entrance steps at front door. Ground floor living room, entrance hall and
shower/WC. 1st floor bedrooms and kitchen/dining room. 1 shallow ground floor internal step up from
entrance hall to sitting room and shower/WC. Stairs. No internal steps on 1st floor. 1st floor accessible from
ground level outside via 2 entrance steps and sloping path (steeper than a standard wheelchair ramp). Normal
width doors. Can drive to ground floor entrance, and by arrangement, to within 15m of 1st floor entrance.
Outside surface gravel at front door, concrete paving at back door.
Manesty Dairy: Ground floor bedroom and bath/WC. 1st floor kitchen/living area. 2 entrance steps in
enclosed porch. Stairs. Normal width doors. Can drive within 15m of door. Outside surface concrete.
Cocklety How Studio Apartment: 1st floor. Ground level entrance at 1st floor level. 2 entrance steps. Sloping
paved path to door (steeper than a standard wheelchair ramp). 1 narrow door from main room to shower/WC.
Other doors normal width. Car park 30m away. Can drive to and park 15m away by arrangement. Usual
parking space 30m away. Uphill from car to door. Outside surface tarmac and concrete.
Cocklety How Byre: Ground floor only. 3 shallow entrance steps over patio. 2 internal normal width doors
from living area in to bedroom, and bedroom into bath/WC. No internal steps. 1 step to ground level out back
door (infrequently used by guests) through small utility room. Can drive to front door, and within 10m of back
door. Outside surface gravel and hard standing.
Youdale Knot Holiday Caravan: 3 entrance steps. Narrow doors. Hip bath/shower. Can drive within 5m of
door. Outside surface gravel.

